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John Pastalenic, H Company, in the Hornel, NY Evening Tribune 

 
Arkport soldier: War and remembrance 
 
By Al Bruce 
The Evening Tribune  
Posted May. 10, 2014 @ 9:09 pm  
 
Pictured is John Pastalenic of Arkport in the 
jump jacket he wore 70 years ago during 
World War II. The jacket displays his Combat 
Infantryman's Badge, Purple Heart, parachute 
wings with stars for a combat jump and 
decorations for his battles in France and Italy. 
SEAN CURRAN/THE EVENING TRIBUNE 
  
ARKPORT, NY — John M. Pastalenic of 
Arkport was a combat veteran before he 
parachuted into southern France and Nazi 
gunfire at 4 a.m. on a foggy Aug. 15, 1944. 
 
Pastalenic, with about 90 pounds of combat gear, landed on a stone, turned his ankle and hit the ground 
on his back, “knocking the wind out of me,” while German troopers fired at the American GIs from all 
directions, he told the Tribune last weekend. 
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Enemy soldiers were desperate after being pushed back hundreds of miles through French hedgerows 
from Normandy and Brittany after D-Day, June 5, almost 70 years ago. 
 
Pastalenic said regrouping with other members of Company H of the legendary 517th Parachute 
Regimental Combat Team “took us about two days.” 
 
On the second day, Pastalenic “began to work my way into a vineyard when a German dashed across 
the road between the rows. I jumped the opposite way, not having time to fire. I waited a few minutes and 
began to creep out on my elbows and belly. Before I got to the end of the row a burst from a (Nazi) burp 
gun turned me over on my back. I knew I was hit hard.” 
 
“Hit hard” was an understatement. The veteran of fighting in Italy described the wound: “The burst (of 
9mm bullets) went through my stomach wall, through the right groin and out the right thigh without 
touching a bone. I crawled back as far as I could, then rolled over on my back and made my peace with 
the Lord” in a bullet-punctuated French vineyard. 
 
Pastalenic said “In what seemed a short while, I heard (his close friend) Wally Vincent asking about me. 
All I could do was whistle. He shouted and asked if it was me and I whistled again. The next thing I 
remember was two medics applying sulfa powder to the wounds and giving me a shot of morphine.” 
 
He blacked out again and “came to on the operating table with one leg over the top of a doctor’s 
shoulder. He was finishing stitching my stomach wounds. He mentioned to a person standing by his side 
that I was shot with a burst of about seven” bullets. 
 
Pastalenic’s odyssey of recovery included makeshift Army hospitals in Italy, Morocco, the Azores, Miami, 
near Pittsburgh and, finally, a real medical facility. 
 
A surgical team at New England General Hospital in Atlantic City repaired Pastalenic’s “messed up 
femoral nerve. I came out of the operating room with a cast around my waist and down my right leg to 
the top of the knee. So I was hobbling around on crutches for some time. When the cast was removed I 
was sent to Ft. Monmouth, N.J., for reconditioning my right foot, which swung abnormally to the right. 
With therapy, it ultimately returned to normal.” 
 
While he went through physical therapy in New Jersey, “the war ended in Europe and I was eventually 
sent back to New England General for a medical discharge.” 
 
Before France, Pastalenic trained in Colorado with what became the 10th Mountain Division; graduated 
from jump school in Ft. Benning, Ga., and took a Liberty Ship across the Atlantic through two storms and 
nighttime bombardment from what he calls “visitors from the German air force (who made) the night 
skies look like a Fourth of July” fireworks display. 
 
Combat in Italy included “a plateau where the Germans surprised us, opening up with small arms and 
pinning us down. We were shelled with mortar rounds and got orders to move back down the hill. As I 
rounded some brush and rocks, I saw my first casualty. Our machine gunner” suffered a grisly fatal 
wound from German mortar fire. 
 
Pastalenic is now 90 years old and has been married for 66 years to his wife, Dottie. They have lived for 
27 years in Arkport. 
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He can still fit into his seven-decades-old jump jacket and proudly displays the Combat Infantryman’s 
Badge, his paratrooper wings with a star for the combat jump, the Purple Heart and medals for World 
War II campaigns in France and Italy. 
 
Infrequent incidents bring memories of 70 years ago rushing back. A Belgian wrote that his grandmother 
found Pastalenic’s Army identification tags — the metal rectangles that GIs fondly call “Dog tags” — and 
after correspondence, sent one to Arkport about two years ago. Pastalenic imagines the tags were lost 
on a French battleground as he fought for his country and then his life. 
 
A Tribune article last week mentioned a fellow World War II paratrooper from the 517th, Leo Dean of 
Albany. The comrades in arms shared combat reminiscences via telephone. 
 
Pastalenic closed his recollections about combat 70 years ago with these sentences: “I would like to tell 
everyone I was proud to serve my God and country and I would do it again with the 517th. In the book 
about the parachute regimental combat team, ‘Battling Buzzards,’ I am listed as the third man who went 
down but not out. The writer didn’t know how to spell my Polish name.” 
 
To learn more, Google ‘517th Parachute Regimental Combat Team - Pastalenic’ for information about the 
paratrooper’s combat experience and his photo. Wally Vincent, the GI who saved his life in France, is 
standing next to Pastalenic in the top row. 
 
Pause as you read his memoir to look at the photo of young men who were part of what some call “The 
Greatest Generation” for their sacrifices fighting tyranny. 
 
Nobody who reads Pastalenic’s combat story will doubt his membership. 
 
Found online at:  http://www.eveningtribune.com/article/20140510/News/140519957 

 

Other MailCall News 

 
Enjoyed this Mail Call #2212 very much.  God bless Leo and Howard!  How they continue to inspire and 
amaze us.   
 
Pat Seitz and Alan Greer 

 
 

RE:  October celebrations for the liberation of Sospel 
 
I did a mistake :  the date in Sospel will be saturday 25 and sunday 26th october.... 
 
Patricia Orengo 

 
I'm so sorry to hear of the passing of Hal Beddow. What a good man! I'm proud to have met him and 
spend time talking with him at Taccoa. That was a good trip! He will be missed. Prayer's to Helen! He had 
a great partner in life with Helen who I also admire greatly! 
 
   Rick Sweet 
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Hi Bob, 
 
Sorry for my delay in a reply. 
 
I've been gathering letters from family, friends and those who want to THANK A VETERAN. 
Dad has been selected to go on HERO FLIGHT at the end of this month.  Family from all around the US 
are going to "welcome him home" at the Spokane, WA airport upon his return.  I signed him up last year 
but he wasn't selected until his year; so everyone is happy for him. 
 
I located two pictures of him, which I've attached.  I know I will find more when I "dig deeper" into the 
tons of scrapbooks in the garage and I recall ones of him jumping out of planes and on the ground with 
his buddies. 
 
Dad doesn't have his computer up and running at this time.  If you emailed the newsletters to me, I could 
(a) talk to him about the articles when I phone him and (b) print and "snail mail" to him.  I'm sure he'd 
love to read them.  I see the link to go back in time and print some previous ones, and I'll do that. 
And, I know he'd love to receive the Thunderbolt magazine. 
 
With deep appreciation to you, 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Cheri Folk, daughter of Bob Lewis, HQ Company 
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Just finished reading the last MailCall that had info on Leo's most "recent" jump.  I put "recent" in 
parenthesis since you never know when he's going to do another one!  Anyway, attached find the 
Morning Reports for HQ AND HQ CO.  (I will send the scanned documents later)  In the Alphabetical 
listing you will find the name of that great sage, Leo Dean; I'd say he had a good day on March 1, 1945 
while lounging around Joigny, France! (See the MR entry for 23 Mar 1945) 
 
I am currently scanning B and D Companies, Service Co and the Medical Detachment.  LOTS of entries 
for these four companies.  Once scanned, I will be asking on MailCall for assistance in transcribing the 
MR's to the Excel format.  There have been many people who have wanted to assist in this, but I have 
not wanted to part with the "original" copies; I wanted to get them scanned in first and then the 
information could be sent to anybody who wants to help.   I have to say that the scanning process is very 
time consuming and that is one of the reasons it has not been completed yet; other "daily living" things 
have gotten in the way.  If anybody knows of a fast scanner, I'm all ears.   
 
We, my lovely bride Rhonda and me, keep reading about all the folks heading for France in August this 
year and we get anxious to return ourselves!  Oh, what a wonderful time we had with Frederick, Anna 
Sophie!  However, due to business activities, we cannot commit at this time.  Maybe October is better for 
us.     
 
Mike Wells

 
 
The Morning Report entry for March 23 1945 reads: 
 
“Aptd M/Sgt fr Tec 4, per SO #53, Hq 517thPrcht Inf, dtd VOCO as of 1 Mar 45” 
 
VOCO = Verbal Order Commanding Officer? 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
May 8th was VE Day! 
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Hello Bob, 
  I think I corresponded with you a couple years ago about finding information regarding my cousin, 
Harold MILLER, that was killed in action. You were so very helpful, and I thank you again. 
I now have another problem and wonder if you can direct me in the right direction. 
My husband died 13 Dec 2013.  He was a Veteran. (Air Force). 
We have the "pre-paid" plan here.  I have not been able to get a refund from the Veterans. 
 
Thanks so much. 
Maxine Whitman-Tuthill 
 
Can anyone help Maxine?  Do you know what refund she is trying to get? – BB

 
 
Good morning Bob, 
 
I apologize for my delay in replying and I appreciate your patience. 
I've been gathering letters from family, friends and those who would like to thank a WWII Veteran for his 
service. 
Dad is scheduled to go on HERO FLIGHT at the end of this month.  
I've contacted family members who haven't connected with one another for years asking them to jot to 
dad &/or come to the Spokane airport to welcome him home upon return from DC/Hero Flight on 
5/28 (7 PM) 
 
Dad would love to receive the newsletter but his computer isn't up and running yet. 
His address is: 
 
RH Bob Lewis 
c/o Fairwinds Assisted Living  
520 E. Holland Ave -- Apt.  W 107 
Spokane, WA  99218 
 
I will scan the photos I found and send to you no later than Sunday. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Cheri Folk

 
 
Hi Cheri, 
 
No hurry at all on the photos.  I have added Bob Lewis to the mailing list for the Thunderbolt 
publication.  
 
Please wish him well on his trip to DC, and give him my best wishes on behalf of his 517th family.  Send 
me a picture of that trip as well that I can use for the newsletter. 
 
Bob B. 
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Dear Mr. Barrett, I looked at www.517prct.org/ and you said for information from the French go to 
http://www.veterans.fr/1939-1945/liberation_de_Marseille.pdf  
 
Unfortunately I think the address is no longer valid.   
 
Here's my question, I am writing a book and trying to do some research about the Bunker Von Hainstein 
and Notre Dame, in Marseille.  
 
I found some information on the topics on internet, but one referece in Notre Dame has a reference to an 
American helping out at Notre Dame, and he said only that he was 'Division St. Louis'. 
 
I am not well versed on military matters, but wondered what division this is, more than likely infantry, 
under who and what regiment? 
 
Also is there anyone you know that give me some help on the France invasion. 
 
Will be glad to list you on my reference page.  Any help you can give, is so greatly appreciate,  
 
best regards, Anne

 
 
Hi Anne, 
 
I don't think I got any response to my initial inquiry about his event.  I'm sure that the 517th wasn't 
involved at all, as they landed closer to Nice near Le Muy/Trans-en-Provence/Les Arcs on August 12, 
1944 and headed east from there.   But I will forward your inquiry again to a few people in So. France 
that might have some knowledge. 
 
I did find these:   
http://www.citizenside.com/fr/photos/grand-angle/1944-08-28/65553/liberation-de-marseille-lhistoire-du-
bunker-oublie.html#f=0/533202 
http://www.ciq3ponts.com/histoires/liberation.php 
 
I will let you know if I get any info on the "Division St. Louis" near Marseille. 
 
Bob B. 

 
Mr. Barrett, I did hear back from one of our servicemen in Germany, what a nice connection.  He 
suggested that Division st. louis, might have been National Guard.  I went to their website and it does 
show them to have been in the European theatre, although the only one in Southern France was the 3rd 
infantry division.   
 
Now I am trying to find out if in 1944, was there in St. Louis training or a base for the third infantry who 
were in the national guard. 
 
Any thoughts you might have will be helpful.  Haven't been able to get exact on this so far. 
 
And again, thanks for helping me out.  I'll send you a book when I get it finished and published, Anne 
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Hello 
 
Division Saint Louis was first armored division of free french army 
 
Hugs from Sospel 
Roland Orengo 
 

 

1re division blindée (France) — Wikipédia 

La 1re division blindée est une unité historique de l'armée française durant la Seconde Guerre 
mondiale. Elle est aus...  

 

 
Hi Bob 
 
 She can try asking this question on the following french forum that is specialised in events in southern 
France: http://sudwall.superforum.fr/ 
 
 Jean-Loup Gassend

 
Dear Roland 
 
You can't imagine how happy I was to receive this information from you.  I have looked everywhere.  I 
am putting this division in the book that I am writing and with this information, it's now complete, thanks 
to you and of course Mr. Barrett for making the connection. 
 
I am listing 'special' references in my book and hopefully when published, will send each a copy.  How 
would you like me to list your name or organization? 
 
I am so happy to find a good contact regarding the 'French'.  I knew there were no American troops that 
went into Marseille, for it was the French Commanders that were there, so it didn't make sense.  
 I just didn't know about Division St. Louis being French. 
 
Many thanks and good wishes to you. 
 
-Blessings, Anne  
 
P.S. do you live in France? 

 
 
You got it done for me Bob.  I appreciate it more than I can tell you with all of your contacts.  I have 
looked at Sudwall before, but couldn't find any mention of it.  But this is the answer, I am sure.   
 
Want to reference you in my book, hopefully it will be a best seller, but in sometime would also like to 
send a copy to all of the 'personal' references I have made, and there are many who have helped me on 
so much. 
 
Let me know how you want to be listed, or if you don't that's ok too. 
 
Again, Thanks a bundle.  Many blessings to you, Anne  
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RE:  Darrel Egner 
 
I just got off the phone with Darrell and he wanted to let everyone know why he has not been active on 
Mail Call for a while. 
 
I had told everyone one several months ago Darrell was having terrible back issues and had to go to 
rehab for a while.  They have done some shots in his back and it is a little better but not much. 
 
Darrell is now going through an issue with cancer of the tongue.  His daughter told me they did a biopsy 
and they found cancer similar to skin cancer.  The area that they did the biopsy on has not healed and is 
causing terrible problems for Darrell to eat (he weighs 138 lbs now).  
 
Two weeks ago they started to give Darrell chemo once a week.  At this point they do not know if the 
chemo is working and I do not know how long it will take for them to determine that.  He does not have 
cancer of the throat but talking for any length of time is painful to him. 
 
Rick and I are going to Jacksonville to visit with him in the next 2 weeks. 
 
I just wanted to make everyone was aware of what was going on. 
 
Chris Lindner

 
 
Breaking news: 
 
I am happy to report that a fabulous birthday celebration took place today in upstate New York: Leo 
Dean did a tandem jump to celebrate his 90th birthday!  To make it even more special, Mimsey Boyle, 
daughter of Col. "Wild Bill" Boyle, also did her very first jump.   
 
Although I couldn't be there today, I did enjoy getting the bulletins from the staging area and the 
DZ.  Mimsey jumped carrying a photo of her father and said that she was honored to be there.  She 
jumped in honor of her father "and all the men of the 517th."  What an incredible tribute!! 
 
Albany news stations were there, including Fox News and either Channel 10 or 12 (can't remember), 
but I don't see the footage yet.   
 
More news as I get it! 
 
Claire Giblin
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Hi Ben 
 
 I am very happy to say, after all these years of work, that the English edition of my book about the 
Liberation of Southern France, 'Autopsy of a Battle, the Liberation of the French Riviera', is now finished, 
and available in English. It can be bought on amazon, and elswhere on the internet. 
 
 The book has a chapter overviewing the airborne aspect of operation dragoon, then goes into great 
detail about the liberation of the French Riviera, between August 15th and September 7th 1944, when 
the Allied troops stopped advancing east, and started a sort of trench warfare at col de Braus and at the 
Italian border. 
 
 The book is for the most part based on first hand oral accounts by Allied soldiers, as well as German 
soldiers, and local French civilians and résistants. The 517th is very well represented, firstly because 
they were heavily involved in the fighting, and secondly because the excellent website you and your 
father set up greatly assisted getting in touch with veterans of the 517th to interview.  
 
 Concerning the 517th PRCT, the book has detailed chapters about the fighting at Seillans, Fayence, 
Callian, Montauroux, St Cézaire, la Roquette sur Var, and at Col de Braus. Some of the veterans 
interviewed (or who left written accounts that were used) include Lt Howard Hensleigh, Col Dalrymple, 
Gen Seitz, Capt Newberry, Louis Holzworth, Marvin Moles, Frank Dallas, Guy Carr, Eugene 
Brissey, Henry Filipczak, Richard Hammel, Ray Helms, Don Fraser, Federico Martinez, Walter 
Ammermon, William Webb, Lt Ed Athey, Melvin Biddle, Claude Rickards, Allan Johnson, Bob 
Cooper, Ralph Nelson, Walter Perkowski, Ignatius Bail, Mirle Traver, as well as numerous others. 
Unfortunately, most of these witnesses have since passed on, but I hope the few survivors, as well as 
the family members of those who are no longer with us, will appreciate the book. 
 
 The book not only goes into detail about the Allied operations, but also presents the German point of 
view, with details and photos of German soldiers who were killed in the encounters, German witness 
accounts, etc.  
 
 I really put a huge effort into making this book, and I don’t think many people who buy it will be 
disappointed. 
 
 I have set up a little internet site with information about the book for anybody who wants to know 
more:  http://autopsyofabattle.blogspot.com/ 
 
 The book is about 550 pages, A4 format, with around 800 photos, including many photos and short 
biographies of 517th troopers who were killed during the studied timeframe. 
 
 I would be very happy to hear any feedback from any readers. Howard Hensleigh has already read 
some of the chapters, and wrote a foreword for the book, so may want to chime in with his thoughts. 
 
 As attachments, I am sending the covers to the French and English versions of the book, as well as an 
example page. 
 
 Regards 
 
 Jean-Loup 
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Autopsy of a Battle. The Allied Liberation of the French Riviera 
in August and September 1944. 
By Jean-Loup Gassend (jean-loup@gassend.com) 
 English edition now availlable. Disponible en français à partir de juillet 2014.  
  
On the night of August 14-15, 1944, the First Airborne Task Force, which included the U.S. 509th, 517th 
and 551st Parachute Infantry Regiments, jumped into enemy held territory spearheading Operation 
Dragoon, the Allied invasion of southern France. Based on interviews from all combatant units, 
battlefield archaeology, period photos, letters and reports, this book provides an outstandingly detailed 
hour-by-hour account of the advance through southern France, as seen through the eyes of those who 
lived through it, bringing to light the tragic and gruesome realities of what was later to become known as 
the "Champagne Campaign." 
 

 
 

Jean-Loup Gassend is a medical doctor specializing in forensics. Over the past ten years he has 
extensively explored the battlefields of the French Riviera, recovering many lost artifacts as well as the 
bodies of missing soldiers. Jean-Loup Gassend has French and Canadian citizenships, is fluent in both 
English and French, and has working knowledge of German, which enabled him to discover many 
previously unexplored sources for the writing of this book. He is always seeking for new information and 
documents about the war on the French Rivivera, the First Airborne Task Force and Reserve Division 
148, and can be contacted at jean-loup@gassend.com 
 

 •ISBN-13: 9780764345807  

 •Publisher: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 

 •Publication date: 11/28/2013 

 •Pages: 432  
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Memories with Hal Beddow 

 
I will miss Hal dearly, he was a great man, and was at every reunion I attended.  He was a great 
inspiration to me and I admired him greatly. The last time I got to see Hal was at Camp Toccoa last June 
2013.  He and Helen came to help us celebrate the 70th anniversary of the organization of the 517th in 
March 1943.  Hal got to speak at a ceremony in Toccoa and he gave the most wonderful speech about 
his experiences.  He truly loved the men of the 517th, and I know he was very proud of his 
service.  Attached are some pictures I took of him at Toccoa and other reunions. 
 
My deepest sympathies to Helen and family 
 
Lory Curtis, son of Bud Curtis, HQ, 1st Bn 
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American Military Historical 
Company 
 
We're in our 2nd day in Carlisle, PA 
at the AHEC Army Heritage Days. 
Come out and see us if you're in 
the area! We're portraying F/517 
PRCT. (Sunday, 5-18-14) 
 
 
https://www.facebook.com/WW2A
BHistoricalCo?fref=nf 

 
 

Administrivia 
 

 

 If you miss any MailCalls, they are all available online at http://www.517prct.org/mailcall/ 

At any time, if you 

 If you miss any MailCalls, they are all available online at http://www.517prct.org/mailcall/ 

 At any time, if you want to be added or removed from the MailCall list, just let me know, or just click on the 
unsubscribe link on the email. 

 Send any news, stories, or feedback to: MailCall@517prct.org 

 If you send me email that you do not want included in MailCall, just label it as FYEO. 

 I now understand how Ben could get confused about what he already posted and what he didn’t. If I miss 
something, please just send it again. 

 Donations for any programs involving the 517th should be sent to our new Association Treasurer:  Identify the 
purpose of any donation (Annual Donations, In Memory of… etc.) and make all checks payable to: 

 

517 PRCT Association, Inc. 
c/o Joanne Barrett 
70 Pleasant Street 
Cohasset, MA  02025 
 
 
 

Army Life, as told by PFC William B. Houston (Part 4) 

 
Another chapter from William Houston’s biography is on the following pages.   
This chapter covers “Tennessee Maneuvers” from February 1944. 
 
Next week:  Last Stay at MacKall 
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